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The influence of microstructure on charge
separation dynamics in organic bulk heterojunction
materials for solar cell applications

M. Scarongella,a A. A. Paraecattil,a E. Buchaca-Domingo,b J. D. Douglas,c S. Beaupré,d

T. McCarthy-Ward,e M. Heeney,e J.-E. Moser,a M. Leclerc,d J. M. J. Fréchet,cf

N. Stingelinb and N. Banerji*a

Light-induced charge formation is essential for the generation of photocurrent in organic solar cells. In

order to gain a better understanding of this complex process, we have investigated the femtosecond

dynamics of charge separation upon selective excitation of either the fullerene or the polymer in

different bulk heterojunction blends with well-characterized microstructure. Blends of the pBTTT and

PBDTTPD polymers with PCBM gave us access to three different scenarios: either a single intermixed

phase, an intermixed phase with additional pure PCBM clusters, or a three-phase microstructure of pure

polymer aggregates, pure fullerene clusters and intermixed regions. We found that ultrafast charge

separation (by electron or hole transfer) occurs predominantly in intermixed regions, while charges are

generated more slowly from excitons in pure domains that require diffusion to a charge generation site.

The pure domains are helpful to prevent geminate charge recombination, but they must be sufficiently

small not to become exciton traps. By varying the polymer packing, backbone planarity and chain length,

we have shown that exciton diffusion out of small polymer aggregates in the highly efficient

PBDTTPD:PCBM blend occurs within the same chain and is helped by delocalization.
Introduction

Encouraging power conversion efficiencies approaching 10%
have been reported for organic solar cells.1–4 Much remains
nevertheless to be learned about how light is converted to charges
and subsequent current in those devices. Typically, an electron-
donating conjugated polymer is blended with an electron-
accepting fullerene in the photovoltaic active layer, spontaneously
forming an interpenetrating network known as the bulk hetero-
junction (BHJ).5–7 According to the most widespread picture of
charge generation, the BHJ consists of 10–20 nm pure polymer
and fullerene domains. Upon light absorption, an exciton is
formed in the polymer phase and diffuses to a fullerene interface,
where charge separation (CS) takes place via electron transfer (ET)
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to the acceptor. The electron and hole are then transported to
opposite electrodes along segregated acceptor and donor path-
ways. This simple picture suffers from severe limitations. The
long-range exciton diffusion is for example inconsistent with
frequently reported ultrafast appearance of charges within 100
fs.8–10 Also, CS via hole transfer (HT) from photoexcited fullerene
is not accounted for.11–18 Moreover, the microstructure of the BHJ
is much more complex in most polymer:fullerene blends. Amor-
phous and/or crystalline pure domains oen coexist with a phase
where the polymer and fullerene are intimately mixed.19–23 This
has strong implications on the photophysics of the materials.24–30

In the present contribution, we demonstrate that the
dynamics of charge generation in polymer:fullerene blends is
largely determined by the microstructure. To that aim, we have
used femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy to
investigate CS in several systems with well-characterized BHJ
structure. By selectively exciting either the polymer or fullerene,
we have targeted either electron or hole transfer and evaluated
the effect of having pure donor or acceptor domains and inter-
mixed regions on both CS pathways. The rst set of samples
consists of blends of pBTTT (poly(2,5-bis(3-hexadecyl-thiophen-2-
yl)thieno [3,2-b]thiophene)) with various fractions of PCBM ([6,6]-
phenyl C60 butyric acid methyl ester). The pBTTT polymer is
known for its excellent charge mobility in eld effect transistor
devices.31–33 Even if they yield moderate efficiency in solar cells,
pBTTT:fullerene blends are particularly suitablemodel systems to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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studymicrostructural effects.22 Indeed, it has been shown that the
fullerene molecules intercalate between the side-chains of
ordered polymer domains, forming a well-dened co-crystalline
phase, while excess fullerenes aggregate into relatively phase-pure
clusters.19,22,23,26 The second investigated polymer is PBDTTPD
(poly(benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]dithiophene-alt-thieno[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-
dione)), which is one of the highest performing organic solar
cell materials with up to 8.5% power conversion efficiency when
blended with fullerenes.2,24,34–36 In contrast to the pBTTT systems
with either a single co-crystalline phase or a two-phase scenario
of co-crystals and pure fullerene domains, PBDTTPD:PCBM gives
us access to an essentially three-phase microstructure consisting
of pure polymer aggregates, pure fullerene domains and mole-
cularly intermixed polymer:fullerene regions.24 We have investi-
gated the effect of varying the polymer molecular weight and of
slightly tuning the polymer packing by side-chain variation.2,35

Overall, the results presented here point to a strong correlation
between the BHJ microstructure and the CS dynamics. Ultrafast
CS occurs predominantly in intermixed regions, while charges
are generated more slowly from excitons in pure domains that
require diffusion to a charge generation site. The pure domains
are necessary to prevent geminate charge recombination (gCR),
but they must be small and adapted to efficient exciton diffusion
in terms of delocalization and polymer chain length.
Experimental part
Samples

The pBTTT polymer (Mn ¼ 34 kDa; Mw ¼ 66 kDa, molecular
structure in Fig. 1A) was synthesised as previously reported,33
Fig. 1 (A and B) Molecular structure of the investigated molecules and s
microstructure. (C) Normalized steady-state absorption spectra of the in

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
while PCBM for the corresponding blends was purchased from
Solenne and used without further purication. Solutions of a
pBTTT and PCBM mixture in 1 : 1 and 1 : 4 weight ratio were
prepared in 1,2-ortho-dichlorobenzene (1,2-o-DCB, Aldrich). The
total concentration of the pBTTT:PCBM mixtures was 20 mg
mL�1 and 50 mg mL�1, respectively. All solutions were le
stirring for more than 4 hours at 100 �C to fully dissolve the
active material. Films were then deposited on glass by wire-bar
coating from hot solutions (�85–90 �C) at 35 �C to ensure the
formation of the co-crystals. Prior to measurements, oxygen was
removed by keeping them for 24 hours in a vacuum. The
samples were then sealed in an inert measuring chamber within
a glovebox. The lm thickness was approximately 100–110 nm
with a maximum absorption (optical density) in the visible
range of about 0.5, as measured with a PerkinElmer Lambda
950 spectrophotometer.

The different PBDTTPD batches were synthesised according
to previously published procedures.35,36 Various side-chains
were attached to the polymer, yielding structural derivatives
designated as P1, P2 and P3 (molecular structures in Fig. 1B).
Additionally, we investigated different molecular weight frac-
tions: P1 with Mn ¼ 6 kDa (PDI ¼ 2.6) and Mn ¼ 28 kDa (PDI ¼
1.6); P3 with Mn ¼ 27 kDa (PDI ¼ 1.9) and Mn ¼ 36 kDa (PDI ¼
1.9). For the blends, PCBM (99%) was purchased from Ossila
Ltd. Films were prepared according to the method yielding the
highest solar cell efficiency for the given batch. For the wave-
length-dependent studies with P3 (Mn ¼ 14.7 kDa, PDI ¼ 2.15),
the neat polymer as well as the PBDTTPD:PCBM mixture (1 : 2
weight ratio) were dissolved in anhydrous 1,2-o-DCB at a 10 mg
mL�1 polymer concentration inside a glovebox. They were
chematic representation of the polymer:fullerene bulk heterojunction
vestigated thin films.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230 | 6219
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stirred for 48 hours at 100–120 �C. The hot solutions were spin-
coated at 1000 rpm for 2 minutes onto glass substrates that had
previously been sonicated in water/acetone/isopropanol and
plasma cleaned. For the comparison of the P1, P2 and P3 blends
of similar molecular weight (Mn ¼ 27–28 kDa, PDI ¼ 1.6–1.9), a
1 : 1.5 by weight polymer:fullerene mixture (10 mg mL�1 poly-
mer content) was dissolved overnight in anhydrous chloroben-
zene (CB) at 115� and then spin coated at 2500 rpm. The same
procedure was used for the comparison of the different
molecular weights with P1 and P3. The lm thickness was in all
cases around 100 nm, with a maximum visible absorbance
about 0.3–0.4. Again, measurements were carried out in an inert
sample chamber. Although microstructural degradation has
been reported for PBDTTPD:PCBM (in particular for the high
molecular weight samples),37 we did not notice any effect on the
TA measurement recorded immediately, one week and several
weeks aer lm preparation, indicating that any degradation
insignicantly inuenced the investigated properties.
Transient absorption spectroscopy

The TA spectra were recorded using femtosecond pulsed laser
pump-probe spectroscopy. Excitation at 530 nm and 540 nm was
used to excite the polymer in the PBDTTPD and pBTTT blends,
respectively. For those wavelengths, the pump beam was gener-
ated with a commercial two-stage non-collinear optical para-
metric amplier (NOPA-Clark,MXR) from the 778 nmoutput of a
Ti:sapphire laser system with a regenerative amplier providing
femtosecond pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Compression of
the NOPA output with two prisms leads to 50–60 fs pulse dura-
tion. Alternatively, the samples were excited at 390 nm (where
there is signicant PCBM absorption), aer frequency doubling
the fundamental 778 nm beam in a BIBO crystal (about 150 fs
pulse duration). The pulse energy at the sample was adjusted
within the tens of nano-joule range and the beam diameter was
around 1 mm (determined precisely with a BC106-Vis Thorlabs
beam proler, 1/e2 cut-off). For each measurement, identical
dynamics at slightly higher and lower power assured complete
absence of any intensity-induced bimolecular effects. To be in
this regime required a uence of 6–8 mJ cm�2 for the pBTTT
samples. Taking into account the absorbance at the excitation
wavelength and the photon energy, this corresponds to a ux of
absorbed photons of 1–2 � 1013 photons per cm2. A lower
uence of 2–4 mJ cm�2 (2–6 � 1012 photons per cm2) was
necessary for the PBDTTPD blends. For the comparison of the
two excitation wavelengths using the P3:PCBM sample, partic-
ular care was taken to keep the photon ux constant at 5.9� 1012

photons per cm2. The low pump powers used in the experiments
also prevented any sample degradation, as conrmed by excel-
lent reproducibility of the data.

The probe beam for the TA measurements consisted of a
white light continuum (350–1000 nm), generated by passing a
portion of the 778 nm amplied Ti:sapphire output through a 5
mm thick CaF2 plate (in constant motion to avoid burning).
Either a 750 nm low pass or an 850 nm high pass lter was used
to remove the remaining fundamental intensity from the white
light. The visible and n-IR parts of the spectrum were thus
6220 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230
recorded separately (and sometimes needed to be slightly
scaled). The probe intensity was always less than the pump
intensity (<10 nJ) and the spot size was much smaller (about
0.2 mm). The probe pulses were time delayed with respect to the
pump pulses using a computerized translation stage. The probe
beam was split before the sample into a signal beam (trans-
mitted through the sample and crossed with the pump) and a
reference beam. The signal and reference were detected with a
pair of 163 mm spectrographs (Andor Technology, SR163)
equipped with a 512 � 58 pixels back-thinned CCD (Hama-
matsu S07030-0906) and assembled by Entwicklungsbüro
Stresing, Berlin. To improve sensitivity, the pump light was
chopped at half the amplier frequency, and the transmitted
signal intensity was recorded shot by shot. It was corrected for
intensity uctuations using the reference beam. The transient
spectra were averaged until the desired signal-to-noise ratio was
achieved (5000–6000 times). The polarization of the probe pul-
ses was at a magic angle relative to that of the pump. All spectra
were corrected for the chirp of the white-light probe pulses.
Analysis of the transient absorption dynamics

Dynamics corresponding to different probe wavelengths were
obtained by taking cross-sections through the chirp-corrected
TA spectra recorded at about 350 different time delays in the�1
ps to 1 ns range. The interpretation of such dynamics is not
trivial, given the complexity of polymer:fullerene blends. First,
there are oen overlapping broad spectral signatures, making
assignment of the dynamics at a particular probe wavelength to
a unique species or process difficult. Then, the time evolution of
the TA signals can be inuenced by multiple processes, for
example the pure charge generation dynamics might be
entangled with spectral shis due to relaxation of the neutral
and charged species. Moreover, CS can be strongly multiphasic
due to different distances and orientations between the donor
and the acceptor. This is further complicated if it is preceded by
exciton diffusion over a variety of distances. For all the above
reasons, the analysis of a single-wavelength TA dynamics is
typically not very meaningful. Instead, we have opted for global
analysis, i.e. for simultaneous analysis of the TA dynamics taken
every 5 nm throughout the spectrum.38 Apart from being more
robust to noise-related artefacts encountered at a single wave-
length, this method allows for correlating the evolution of
different signatures in the TA spectrum, greatly facilitating the
interpretation.

Given the complexity of the TA dynamics described above, it
is very challenging to devise a kinetic model that accurately and
comprehensively describes all the dynamics. The number of
parameters would be so high that even an inappropriate model
could very well reproduce the experimental data. Therefore, we
have chosen not to impose any specic model on our results,
but instead to globally t multiexponential functions to the
dynamics. An analysis using the sum of exponential functions is
meaningful when there are several independent exponential
processes occurring on well-separated time scales. When a
process is itself multiphasic (for example because it is limited
by diffusion over a variety of distances), this also leads to
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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multiexponentiality. Thus, a Gaussian distribution of time
constants for highly multiphasic processes can crystallize into
only a few average exponential time constants.39 An analysis
with an appropriate model is in this case physically more
meaningful. Nevertheless, the multiexponential analysis
perfectly suits the purpose for the level of discussion required
here. It allows evaluating whether a process is multiphasic and
estimating the time scale on which it occurs. Moreover, the sign
of the pre-exponential factor indicates whether the process
associated with the time constant leads to a rise or a decay of the
TA signal at a given probe wavelength. By plotting the pre-
exponential factors as a function of probe wavelength (yielding
amplitude spectra), we can identify at one glimpse concerted
changes in different parts of the transient spectrum. This global
appreciation of the evolution of several bands consolidates the
assignment of the observed dynamics to physical processes. The
shape of the amplitude spectra also allows disentangling
different processes if they occur on a similar time scale and
appear mixed into the same exponential time constant.

Results and discussion
Part I: charge generation in pBTTT:PCBM

The steady-state absorption spectra of pBTTT:PCBM thin lms
prepared with a 1 : 1 and 1 : 4 (by weight) polymer:fullerene
ratio are shown in the rst panel of Fig. 1C. The polymer has a
predominant absorption band between 450 and 650 nm. PCBM
absorbs mostly at lower wavelengths (<500 nm), explaining the
enhanced relative absorption in this region for the 1 : 4 blend.
The observed vibronic structure in the polymer band is typical if
Fig. 2 Transient absorption spectra recorded at selected time delays for
following 540 nm excitation, (C) 1 : 4 blend following 390 nm excitation, a
caused by remaining fundamental laser light in the probe beam. The in
obtained by multiexponential global analysis of the data (the thicker soli

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
the latter is intimately intermixed with fullerenes.28 Indeed,
complete intercalation of the PCBMmolecules between the side
chains of pBTTT has previously been demonstrated for the 1 : 1
blend.26 For this sample, we therefore have a single co-crystal-
line phase, where all polymer and fullerene molecules are in
close proximity to each other, as schematically depicted in
Fig. 1A. For the sample with higher PCBM content (1 : 4 blend),
fractions of the fullerene still form a co-crystal with the polymer,
but the excess PCBM leads to the development of relatively
phase-pure aggregated PCBM domains.26 Those pure fullerene
regions have been identied to be necessary for photocurrent
generation in solar cells, the efficiency being very low if only the
co-crystals are present.22

Selected TA spectra of the 1 : 1 and 1 : 4 blends of
pBTTT:PCBM are shown for two excitation wavelengths (390 nm
and 540 nm) in Fig. 2. At 540 nm, predominantly the polymer is
excited, while mainly PCBM absorbs at 390 nm with a weak
contribution from pBTTT (Fig. 1C). Let us start by considering
the 1 : 1 sample. At rst glance, there is no striking difference
between the TA spectra and their evolution recorded at the two
excitation wavelengths. The spectra are dominated by a struc-
tured negative band in the 480–620 nm region, which coincides
with the steady-state absorption spectrum of pBTTT and is
therefore assigned to the ground state bleaching (GSB) of the
polymer. The presence of the GSB indicates that pBTTT is in a
state other than the ground state (e.g. excited, charged,
triplet.). There is also a broad positive band extending from
625–1000 nm. This band has a pronounced peak around
630 nm (partially overlapping with the GSB) and slightly rises
towards the longer wavelengths. We assign this broad band to
pBTTT:PCBM (A) 1 : 1 blend following 390 nm excitation, (B) 1 : 1 blend
nd (D) 1 : 4 blend following 540 nm excitation. Noise around 780 nm is
sets show the amplitude spectra associated with the time constants
d lines are smoothed, as guide to the eye).

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230 | 6221
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absorption from positive charges (polarons) on pBTTT, in good
agreement with reported photoinduced absorption (PIA) and
charge modulation spectroscopy (CMS) measurements.40,41

There is little change to the shape of the TA spectra when going
from the earliest timedelay to the longest (from 200 fs to 1 ns),
and the 630 nm peak is immediately present. This indicates that
the majority of charges are formed shortly aer excitation at
either wavelength.

The occurrence of ultrafast CS in the 1 : 1 blend is in
agreement with the observed TA dynamics shown in Fig. 3 for
selected probe wavelengths in the GSB (605 nm) and charge
absorption (720 nm, 840 nm). With 540 nm excitation, where
our time resolution was as short as 50–60 fs, an ultrafast (<300
fs) component pointing to a rise of charge absorption is visible.
We are condent that it is real, since we carefully distinguished
it from the signal rise within the laser pulse and veried that
there is no interference by artefacts around timedelay zero. The
global analysis conrms that the ultrafast process is observed
throughout the TA spectrum and is associated with a time
constant of �100 fs. The corresponding amplitude spectrum is
shown in the inset of Fig. 2B in red and further supports the
assignment to ultrafast ET from excited pBTTT. Indeed, ET
should lead to a disappearance of TA signatures related to the
polymer exciton (stimulated emission (SE) and excited state
absorption (ESA)), with concomitant rise of charge absorption.
In the amplitude spectrum, the structured negative band to the
red side of the GSB, which almost mirrors the latter, is highly
Fig. 3 TA dynamics at selected probe wavelengths (605 nm, 720 nm
and 850 nm) recorded for the 1 : 1 and 1 : 4 blends (slightly lighter and
darker colour, respectively) of pBTTT:PCBM following excitation at
390 nm (triangles) or 540 nm (circles). The time profiles were
normalized at 1 ps to facilitate comparison. The solid lines represent
the best multiexponential fit obtained by global analysis (solid lines for
390 nm excitation, dashed lines for 540 nm excitation). Dynamics are
shown on a logarithmic time axis, except in the inset.

6222 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230
indicative of decay of the polymer's SE. In the corresponding
200 fs TA spectrum, the indent in the 670–800 nm region is
possibly the remaining tail of this SE. In the amplitude spec-
trum, the pre-exponential factor related to the�100 fs process is
negative all the way up to 1000 ps, suggesting a rise of the
charge absorption band, which partly overlaps with the SE.
Moreover, the amplitude is positive in the 420–500 nm region,
pointing to the growth of a negative band, which we assign to
the GSB of PCBM based on the coincidence with the steady-state
absorption spectrum. ET is expected to lead to a rise of this GSB
of PCBM, since the latter is not directly excited, but removed
from the ground state via the CS process.

Let us now turn to what happens with 390 nm excitation in
the 1 : 1 blend. Although it is mainly the PCBM which absorbs
at this wavelength, the early 250 fs TA spectrum shown in
Fig. 2A is dominated by the GSB of the polymer and by charge
absorption. This suggests that ultrafast CS has already
occurred, this time mainly by HT from photoexcited fullerene,
involving the HOMO levels of the donor and acceptor. It has
been previously established that HT in polymer:fullerene
blends can be as fast as 30 fs.16 Given the lower time resolution
that we have at 390 nm (150 fs), it is difficult to resolve the
process. Still we could identify the tail of the ultrafast dynamics
at the earliest time delays and analyse them roughly using a
�100 fs time constant. The predominantly positive sign in the
430–650 nm region of the corresponding amplitude spectrum
points to an increase of the polymer's GSB, as expected during
HT (inset of Fig. 2A). The negative amplitude at higher wave-
lengths is representative of rise of the charge absorption and
may include some decay of the SE of pBTTT during ET, since the
polymer is also slightly excited at 390 nm.We relate the ultrafast
(�100 fs) charge formation by ET and HT in the 1 : 1
pBTTT:PCBM blend at both excitation wavelengths to a static
quenching process (no exciton diffusion), given the close
proximity of the donor and acceptor in the intercalated co-
crystals. This is in excellent agreement with reported steady-
state and time-resolved emission quenching studies, which
have revealed highly efficient (>99%) quenching of the polymer
uorescence in the 1 : 1 blend.26,28 There has been a lot of recent
discussion that ultrafast CS in polymer:fullerene blends might
compete with relaxation and occur from hot, highly delocalized
states.8,9,42,43 Our results are not in contradiction with such a
mechanism, but further discussion is beyond the scope of the
present manuscript.

Careful inspection of the TA spectra of the 1 : 1 blend in
Fig. 2A and B reveals a slight (about 4 nm) red shi of the peaks
related to the polymer GSB. This shi leads to dynamics that we
could reproduce globally with a 2.4 ps time constant. The cor-
responding amplitude spectrum (cyan in the insets of Fig. 2) is
present at both excitation wavelengths. Its oscillatory shape is
characteristic of the alternating rising and decaying dynamics
associated with a shi. A red shi of the polymer GSB in a
fullerene blend has been previously reported and explained by
migration of charges to lower energy sites within an inhomo-
geneous density of states.44 This process is however too slow to
account for what we are observing here. Therefore, we tenta-
tively ascribe the shi of the GSB to changes in the pBTTT
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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absorption spectrum that occur because of the electric eld
generated by the presence of charges (Stark effect).41,45 The
strong similarity of the amplitude spectrum with the rst
derivative of the steady-state absorption spectrum further
supports the involvement of a quadratic Stark effect. The
observation of the effect on the 2.4 ps time scale might be
caused by some slightly delayed CS (as suggested by the
concomitant weak rise of the 690–100 nm absorption band)
and/or by relaxation of the charges. We note that the red shi of
the polymer's GSB into the overlapping positive 630 nm band
also occurs during the ultrafast CS processes. This causes for
example the oscillatory shape around 615 nm in the amplitude
spectrum of the �100 fs time constant with 390 nm excitation
(inset of Fig. 2A). We will address this Stark effect in more detail
in a future study involving more specialized techniques.

The evolution of the charges in the 1 : 1 blend at longer times
can be followed by considering the dynamics in Fig. 3. There is
decay on the hundreds of picosecond time scale of both the
charge absorption (720 nm, 850 nm) and the polymer GSB (605
nm), pointing to recombination. Only a small fraction of the
charges survive beyond the 1 ns time window, as shown by the
weak long-lived plateau in the dynamics. The dynamics with
390 nm and 540 nm excitation are quite similar (they were
normalized at 1 ps for better visualization), showing that the
fate of charges generated by ET and HT is comparable. By global
analysis, we estimate in both cases an average time scale of
211 ps for the recombination, with the associated amplitude
spectrum essentially showing the decay of the GSB and charge
signatures (purple curve, insets of Fig. 2). Themuch weaker grey
amplitude spectrum of similar shape represents the plateau due
to the population of long-lived charges. The observed recom-
bination is geminate (gCR), since it is independent of pump
intensity. This recombination results from electron–hole pairs
that have dissociated within the co-crystalline phase (where the
fullerene and polymer are molecularly mixed and hence, in
close proximity), but cannot overcome the Coulomb force still
binding them together in a charge transfer (CT) state.

Ultrafast formation of free charge carriers via hot CT states,
as opposed to dissociation of the relaxed CT state, has been
intensively discussed in the literature.44,46–48 In the present
study, we cannot distinguish between the two mechanisms. But
we can say that the intercalated polymer:fullerene microstruc-
ture favours gCR, leading to a low yield of free charges. Finally,
we note the apparent higher remaining polymer GSB signature
with 390 nm excitation at 1 ns, leading to the small differences
in the dynamics recorded at the two pump wavelengths (Fig. 2
and 3). Two reasons could account for this observation. First, it
has been shown that the yield of free charges, and thus the
fraction of bound charges undergoing gCR, can depend on the
generation pathway by ET or HT if the driving force for the two
processes is very different.11 A larger driving force for HT in
pBTTT:PCBM might therefore lead to a slightly weaker contri-
bution of gCR. Second, we cannot exclude the occurrence of
some delayed HT components at 390 nm, causing a rise of the
GSB and charge signals that partly counterbalances the decay of
those features due to gCR. The decay of the signatures related to
the fullerene exciton is not expected to be useful to identify
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
delayed HT, since their amplitude is weak and mostly drowned
by the intense polymer bands.49,50

The TA spectra of the 1 : 4 pBTTT:PCBM blend upon 540 nm
excitation of predominantly the polymer are shown in Fig. 2D.
The shape is very similar to the one recorded in the 1 : 1 blend
(except for a more pronounced fullerene GSB around 450 nm
due to high PCBM loading). The early appearance of the charge
signatures points again to ultrafast ET. Indeed a short
(hundreds of femtoseconds) component is visible in the
dynamics of the 1 : 4 blend (Fig. 3) and could again be globally
reproduced with a �100 fs time constant. The amplitude
spectrum is very similar to the corresponding one in the 1 : 1
sample, characteristic of ET (inset of Fig. 2D). The slower 2.4 ps
process (probably related to a Stark effect), leading to a red shi
of the polymer GSB and an oscillatory amplitude spectrum, is
again present in the 1 : 4 sample. Overall, the results show that
ET is very efficient and fast in both the 1 : 1 and 1 : 4 blends,
because the pBTTT chains are in both cases in close proximity
to the intercalated PCBM molecules. This agrees with equally
efficient >99% polymer emission quenching in the 1 : 1 and
1 : 4 blends.26 Differences only appear at longer time scales.
From the TA spectra and the dynamics, it is immediately clear
that the loss of charges due to gCR is signicantly reduced in
the 1 : 4 blend. This is further conrmed by the decreased
weight of the amplitude spectrum associated with the 211 ps
gCR component (in purple), and the enhanced weight of the
long-lived charges (in grey). The presence of the pure fullerene
clusters thus increases the yield of long-lived free charge
carriers. This is in excellent agreement with higher solar cell
efficiency in the 1 : 4 blend,22 and with previous TA, PIA and
microwave conductivity results, mostly recorded at much longer
times than the femtosecond results presented here.26,28,30,40 The
high electron mobility in the pure fullerene domains and
increased electron affinity compared to intercalated PCBM
provide a driving force for the spatial separation of charges
formed by exciton dissociation in the co-crystals.26,28

Finally, we will consider what happens in the 1 : 4 blend with
390 nm excitation (Fig. 2C). Given the high PCBM content of the
sample, mainly fullerenes (both in the co-crystals and relatively
pure clusters) are excited. The early 250 fs TA spectrum shows
the polymer's GSB and the charge absorption, indicating that
some ultrafast HT has already occurred within the time reso-
lution, most probably from the intercalated PCBM molecules
(as in the 1 : 1 blend). The subsequent evolution of the spectra
is however very different from what was observed in the other
three experiments. In particular, there is a progressive rise of
the pBTTT GSB signal, as the polymer's charged state is indi-
rectly populated by delayed HT. The process is slow, because it
concerns excitons that are generated in the pure PCBM clusters,
which need to diffuse towards pBTTT in the co-crystals. There is
also a weak rise of the charge absorption band above 700 nm.
This rise might be partially obscured by the overlapping at
absorption of the decaying PCBM exciton.49,50 Unlike the
dynamics of the 1 : 1 blend, which are quite similar for both
excitation wavelengths, the differences in the 1 : 4 blends are
much more pronounced (Fig. 3). With 390 nm excitation, there
is a multiphasic increase of the GSB at 605 nm, which continues
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230 | 6223
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beyond the 1 ns time window. An increase is also seen in the
charge absorption (720 nm, 850 nm), but it competes at long
time delays with a weak decay due to gCR, as was observed upon
540 nm excitation.

For the global analysis, we needed three largely different
time constants (690 fs, 20.6 ps and 485 ps) to reproduce the
dynamics due to delayed HT with 390 nm excitation of the 1 : 4
blend. This is most likely a crystallisation of a much broader
distribution of time constants related to the process.39 The
corresponding amplitude spectra are characterized by a struc-
tured positive band mirroring the GSB signal (inset of Fig. 2C).
The shi of the fastest (690 fs) component suggests entangle-
ment with the red shi of the GSB clearly seen in the TA spectra
(probably Stark effect). The strongly multiphasic dynamics of
the delayed HT originates from a variety of distances of the
excitons generated in the PCBM clusters from the co-crystals. It
is likely that not all excitons reach pBTTT during their lifetime
(as previously suggested by incomplete quenching of the
fullerene emission), especially if the PCBM domains are larger
than the 5 nm exciton diffusion length.26,27 Although we have
discussed HT as splitting of a PCBM exciton in the presence of
pBTTT, we cannot exclude the alternative scenario of hole
injection into the polymer following spontaneous charge
dissociation within the PCBM clusters and charge migration
(this would lead to similar evolution of the TA spectra). The
process has been demonstrated,51,52 but is probably slower than
what we observe here and therefore has a minor inuence on
our results.53

In summary, we have shown that charge separation in the
completely intercalated 1 : 1 blend predominantly occurs on the
ultrafast (�100 fs) time scale, no matter whether the pBTTT or
PCBM is initially excited. Thus, dissociation of the neutral
exciton by either electron or hole transfer is extremely fast when
the donor and acceptor are in intimate contact. The dynamics
following the initial CS step by ET or HT are quite similar,
pointing to a comparable evolution of the charges. Most of them
undergo geminate recombination (gCR), leading to the low
corresponding solar cell efficiency. When pBTTT is selectively
excited in the 1 : 4 blend, ET is still ultrafast, since a noticeable
fraction of fullerene remains intercalated with the polymer in a
molecularly mixed phase. Nevertheless, most of the charges
survive beyond the investigated 1 ns time window, supporting
the idea that the presence of pure PCBM aggregates prevents
gCR by providing a driving force for spatial separation of charges
formed in the co-crystals.26 The situation becomes very different
when PCBM is excited in the 1 : 4 blend. The CS dynamics is now
dominated by strongly multiphasic HT ranging from the ultra-
fast to slow (�500 ps) time scale. The slow components are due
to PCBM excitons within the fullerene clusters that need to
diffuse over various distances to a polymer prior to HT. Some of
them might never undergo CS during their lifetime.
Part II: charge generation in PBDTTPD:PCBM

The other investigated blend, PBDTTPD:PCBM, gives us access
to a third kind of microstructure containing also relatively
phase-pure polymer domains, so that we can investigate
6224 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230
whether their presence delays the ET process. For the P3 side-
chain derivative of PBDTTPD (Fig. 1B), an X-ray diffraction study
of the optimized fullerene blend has demonstrated the presence
of pure polymer aggregates (more disordered than crystalline),
pure PCBM clusters and regions where the fullerenes mix at the
molecular level with amorphous PBDTTPD.24 This is schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 1B. The PCBM clusters appear at a fullerene
concentration above 20% by weight. PCBM below this concen-
tration mixes with a limited amount of PBDTTPD, since it was
shown that the intermixed regions must be PCBM-rich in order
to provide the necessary percolated pathways for electron
transport.24 According to this reasoning, most PBDTTPD is
found in the pure polymer aggregates.

In addition to studying excitation wavelength dependent ET
and HT processes in the P3:PCBM blend, we have investigated
the effect of backbone packing in the pure polymer aggregates
on the ET dynamics. The PBDTTPD polymer bears alkyl side-
chains on both the TBD (thienopyrroledione) and BDT (benzo-
dithieophene) units, which are necessary for solubility (Fig. 1B).
It has been shown that the length and bulkiness of the side-
chains affect the solid-state microstructure, in particular the
packing (p-stacking) of the polymer backbones, the backbone
orientation with respect to the substrate, and the long-range
ordering.2,35 The three derivatives (P1–P3) investigated here bear
different chains on the TPD unit. The highest ordering, short
p-stacking distance and face-on orientation with the linear side-
chain of P3 leads to the best solar cell efficiency in the PCBM
blend (6.4%), compared to only 3.9% and 2.8% for P2 and P1,
respectively.35 The efficiency can be further enhanced by
shortening the TPD alkyl chain by one carbon (up to 8.5%).2

However, replacing the branched chains on the BDT with linear
ones strongly reduces the photocurrent yield because the face-
on orientation is lost.2

The absorption spectra of the PBDTTPD (P3, 14 kDa) and
PBDTTPB:PCBM (P3, 14 kDa, 1 : 2) lms used in the wavelength-
dependent study are shown in Fig. 1C (second panel). Unlike
with pBTTT, the broad structured absorption band of PBDTTPD
(400–750 nm) does not signicantly change between the neat and
blended sample, pointing to similar aggregation of the polymer,
which is in agreement with X-ray studies.35 The orbital energy
levels of the side-chain derivatives are similar, given the same
conjugated backbone.35 However, different polymer packing
leads to shis in the thin lm absorption spectra, particularly in
the rst (low energy) vibronic peak. The spectra are shown for the
PCBM blends of P1–P3 (1 : 1.5) in the third panel of Fig. 1C. The
absorption band of P3 is the broadest and most red shied,
followed by weakly shied P2 and most blue shied P1. The red
shi in P3 favours harvesting of the solar spectrum and has been
attributed to good polymer ordering leading also to backbone
planarization in the solid state (increased conjugation length
and delocalization).35 At higher molecular weight, the red side of
the rst vibronic peak is generally also broadened, as seen for the
6 kDa and 28 kDa P1 samples, and the 27 kDa and 36 kDa P3
samples. Optimal solar cell efficiency for P3 is obtained with the
highest molecular weight.34,35

In Fig. 4A and B, the TA spectra of the P3:PCBM blend exited
at 390 nm (mainly PCBM absorption) and at 530 nm (mainly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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PBDTTPD absorption) are shown for selected time delays. They
were recorded by very carefully keeping the number of absorbed
photons constant. Conveniently, the signature of positively
charged PBDTTPD is highly characteristic, with a at absorp-
tion in the 660–1000 nm region and a pronounced peak at 880
nm (shown by TA and PIA spectroscopy as well as absorption of
the oxidized polymer).12,54 At the longest timedelay (1000 ps,
blue curve), the TA spectra of PBDTTPD:PCBM are similar for
both excitation wavelengths. They are dominated by the poly-
mer's GSB (460–660 nm) and the characteristic charge absorp-
tion (880 nm peak), indicating that charges have been efficiently
generated by ET or HT. However, in contrast to the
pBTTT:PCBM samples, where the spectral shape hardly evolved
except at ultrafast times, the early TA spectra of
PBDTTPD:PCBM are clearly different from the late ones. For
both excitation wavelengths, the 880 nm band is only weakly
pronounced at 150 fs, pointing to limited prompt CS and
additional delayed CS components.

Upon polymer absorption (530 nm, Fig. 4B), the signatures of
the neutral PBDTTPD exciton are also visible at early time
delays. They include the negative SE band on the red side of the
GSB (640–750 nm, coincident with the steady-state emission),54

and the broad excited state absorption (ESA, 740–1000 nm,
rising at long wavelengths), as identied by comparison to the
neat PBDTTPD spectrum shown in the inset of Fig. 4B (in grey).
The similar aggregation in the neat and blended polymer allows
this direct comparison. In the same inset, we subtracted the
scaled PBDTTPD exciton signature from the 150 fs spectrum of
Fig. 4 (A and B) TA spectra of the P3 derivative of PBDTTPD (14 kDa)
excitation at 390 nm and 540 nm, respectively. Thick solid lines are smo
shows an estimation of the spectrum of promptly generated charges at
excitonmeasured in the neat PBDTTPD film. (C) TA dynamics probed at 8
excitation wavelengths (slightly darker colour was used for 390 nm). So
associated with the time constants obtained by multiexponential global

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
the blend and obtained the characteristic spectrum of charges.
Thus, some ultrafast ET indeed occurs before 150 fs, but the
process is not complete. In fact, the amplitude of the 880 nm
peak at 150 fs (aer subtracting the ESA contribution) is only
about 25% of that at late time delays. Some prompt HT also
occurs in the blend upon 390 nm excitation, since the polymer's
GSB and charge absorption are partly present at 150 fs, in spite
of predominant PCBM excitation (Fig. 4A). Prompt CS can in
principle occur for excitons generated near the interface of pure
domains, or for excitons generated in the intermixed phase. We
have shown elsewhere that the fraction of prompt CS depends
predominantly on the amount of the intermixed phase, sug-
gesting that this is where prompt CS happens.49 Thus, the small
fraction of CS occurring promptly is consistent with the small
amount of intimately mixed phase present in the
PBDTTPD:PCBM blend. It is possible that the pure domains are
not in direct contact, but separated by the mixed phase, but
evidencing this goes beyond the scope of the present
manuscript.

Most ET and HT is delayed and not prompt in
PBDTTPD:PCBM, due to the presence of the pure polymer and
fullerene regions, making exciton diffusion to a CS site neces-
sary. This can either be an interface between the pure domains
(if they are in contact), or the intermixed region. At this point we
cannot distinguish between the two. In Fig. 4A (390 nm excita-
tion), there is a rise of the GSB and 880 nm peak, mainly
between the 10 ps and 1000 ps spectra. Similarly as with the 1 : 4
blend of pBTTT:PCBM, this is characteristic of slow HT
blended with PCBM (1 : 2) recorded at selected time delays following
othed and overlaid to the raw experimental data (thin lines). The inset
150 fs, obtained by subtracting the scaled contribution of the neutral
80 nm (charge absorption) and 630 nm (GSB, SE) compared for the two
lid lines represent the best multiexponential fit. (D) Amplitude spectra
analysis of the data.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230 | 6225
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following diffusion of PCBM excitons through pure fullerene
clusters. The slow rise of the GSB (630 nm) and charge peak
(880 nm) is clearly visible in the dynamics (Fig. 4C), as well as in
the amplitude spectrum associated with the related 75 ps global
time constant (Fig. 4D). Again, this is an average time scale
obtained by exponential analysis, most probably representative
of a more multiphasic process caused by different exciton
distances from a CS site.39 We note that HT in PBDTTPD:PCBM
is overall faster than in the 1 : 4 pBTTT:PCBM blend, pointing to
smaller fullerene clusters. Smaller PCBM domains also explain
why the process is less multiphasic (we could use a single time
constant), since the distribution of distances is more limited.
Based on the reported exciton diffusion coefficient in C60 lms
of 7.5 � 10�4 cm2 s�1,55 we roughly estimate that the fullerene
excitons diffuse by about 2.5 nm within 75 ps, which allows us
to estimate the diameter of the PCBM clusters to 5 nm. This is
small enough to ensure complete quenching during the life-
times of the excitons, unlike in the pBTTT sample. The analysis
remains of course simplistic, because delocalization between
coupled PCBM molecules is not accounted for.52

In Fig. 4B (polymer excitation at 530 nm), the spectral
changes are clearly different from the ones caused by slow HT.
They are dominated by a fast (between 0.15 ps and 10 ps)
disappearance of the polymer's exciton features (SE, ESA) and a
rise of the 880 nm charge band, as expected for delayed ET from
pure PBDTTPD domains. There is a predominant fast compo-
nent in the corresponding TA dynamics in Fig. 4C probed at
630 nm (decay of SE) and at 880 nm (rise of charges). This was
globally analysed with a time constant of 1.1 ps. The amplitude
spectrum shown in Fig. 4D conrms the concomitant decay of
the negative SE band, rise of charge absorption and decay of
positive ESA at long wavelengths. We note that the fast
component in the dynamics is weakly present also for 390 nm
excitation, indicating delayed ET due to residual absorption of
the polymer (about 30%) at this wavelength. It was globally
analysed using the same 1.1 ps time constant and yields an
amplitude spectrum similar in shape to the one associated with
ET upon 530 nm excitation (but smaller in size since less
PBDTTPD is excited, Fig. 4D). Analogously, some PCBM (about
20%) is excited at 530 nm, explaining the observed small rise of
the polymer GSB by slow HT (between 10 ps and 1000 ps in
Fig. 4B), in addition to the fast dynamics caused by ET. The
amplitude spectrum associated with the corresponding 75 ps
time constant has a slightly different shape than upon 390 nm
excitation (for example negative indent around 660 nm). We
ascribe this to a weak overlapping contribution of gCR and
more delayed ET, as discussed in detail elsewhere.49

Apart from the rather small contribution (<20%) of gCR
masked by the rise of the signals due to the slow HT,49,54 we do
not see any evidence for signicant decay of the GSB and
charges related to recombination, in agreement with high solar
cell efficiency of PBDTTPD:PCBM. This shows that excitons
initially formed in either the intermixed regions or pure
domains are successfully converted to free charges, aer their
dissociation by ET or HT. In further support of the equally
efficient HT and ET pathways, we note the same signal ampli-
tude of the 1 ns spectra recorded at both excitation wavelengths
6226 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230
with a similar ux of absorbed photons (Fig. 4A and B). This
also reects in the converging dynamics at long time delays and
the overlapping amplitude spectra related to the long-lived
signal (Fig. 4C and D). The excellent efficiency of CS in
PBDTTPD:PCBM is also conrmed elsewhere by 99.7% emis-
sion quenching.12 Free charges are therefore generated in quasi
quantitative yield by both the ET and HT pathways, even if the
driving force for HT and ET is different and populates the CT
state with more or less excess energy.11,12 This is evidence that
charges formed in the PBDTTPD:PCBM blend (at domain
interfaces or in the intermixed phase) are particularly well
spatially separated, possibly thanks to the driving force
provided by the pure regions, or to the delocalization in the
polymer (see below).

Another factor leading to high solar cell efficiency with
PBDTTPD is the ability of the polymer to undergo very fast and
efficient ET in spite of necessary exciton diffusion out of
predominant pure domains. Even if delayed, a time scale of 1.1
ps for ET preceded by exciton migration through PBDTTPD
aggregates is still extremely fast. It is not consistent with typical
exciton diffusion coefficients of 2–3 � 10�3 cm2 s�1 reported for
conjugated polymers,56,57 according to which point-like excitons
cover only 0.5 nm within 1 ps. We therefore suggest that the
pure PBDTTPD domains are fairly small (a few nanometers
diameter), that exciton migration out of those regions occurs
essentially intramolecularly along the same polymer chain, and
that it is helped by delocalization. In support of this, we have
undertaken elsewhere a very detailed analysis of the distance
dependence of the prompt and delayed ET and its interplay with
relaxation and delocalization.49 Depending on the inter- and
intra-chain coupling between chromophore units, exciton
hopping (typically by excitation energy transfer between
segments formed by conjugation breaks) can either be faster
within the chain or between chains.9,58–60 For the intramolecular
case, which we stipulate for PBDTTPD, delocalization of the
exciton allows it to sample a greater spatial extent of the back-
bone, so that it requires less transfer steps to cover a certain
distance. Gas-phase calculations and solution spectroscopy
have indeed shown that PBDTTPD is particularly planar in both
the ground and excited state, favouring exciton delocaliza-
tion.61,62 This delocalization is possibly further enhanced at
ultrashort times.8 Given the good ordering in the polymer
domains of P3:PCBM, the backbone planarization is main-
tained in the solid state,35 possibly contributing to fast intra-
chain exciton diffusion.

To support the intrachain exciton diffusion mechanism, we
will now examine the effect of polymer packing, chain length
and backbone planarity on the ET dynamics, by investigating
different side-chain derivatives and molecular weights of
PBDTTPD. Intrachain exciton hopping to a CS site implies that
changing the packing between the polymer chains in the pure
aggregates should have little effect. We veried this by
comparing P3:PCBM to the P2 and P1 blends, in which the
polymer is less ordered, but which should have a similar chain
extension given the same conjugated backbone and comparable
molecular weight (28 kDa). The evolution of the TA spectra for
the three samples upon 530 nm excitation is very similar
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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(Fig. 5A), in spite of the large variation in solar cell efficiency.35

The promptly appearing charge signature is always weak (thus
the fraction of the intermixed phase in a three-phase micro-
structure remains low for P1 and P2), while there is always a
signicant long-lived component corresponding to efficiently
generated charges. In-between, the typical features of delayed
ET are seen (decay of the SE to the le of the GSB, rise of the
charge absorption band, decay of the ESA above 920 nm). We
note that while the GSB is blue-shied in P1 (as the steady-state
absorption), the charge peak is a little broader but still at 880
nm. For the three side-chain derivatives, a fast component is
clearly visible in the TA dynamics at selected probe wavelengths
(Fig. 5B) and could be globally analysed using the 1.1 ps time
constant and yielding an amplitude spectrum (not shown)
similar to the one in Fig. 4D, conrming assignment to delayed
ET. The presence of the fast ET component in spite of the
reduced p-stacking order in the P2 and P1 blends shows that
the related fast exciton diffusion is essentially intrachain.

Minor, but reproducible differences between the three
derivatives are still visible. In particular for P1:PCBM (28 kDa),
spectral changes related to quenching of the SE around 650 nm
at longer time delays are more pronounced (1–200 ps, Fig. 5A).
For this sample, the slower decay at 619 nm (SE and GSB) and at
647 nm (mainly SE) is also visible in the TA dynamics, in
addition to the fast 1.1 ps component (red curves in Fig. 5B,
normalized at long times). The effect is even enhanced if the
molecular weight of P1 is reduced to only 6 kDa (orange
dynamics). Now, slower quenching of the ESA is also seen at
950 nm. We obtained a global 62 ps time constant related to the
Fig. 5 (A) TA spectra at selected time delays for different side-chain deriv
PCBM (1 : 1.5) and recorded following 530 nm excitation. Spectra were
thicker lines are smoothed as guide to the eye. (B) Corresponding dynam
shown on a logarithmic scale. Solid lines represent the best multiexpon
constant (62 ps or 75 ps) for 27 kDa P3, 28 kDa P1 and 6 kDa P1.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
slower process in P1:PCBM. The blue shied absorption band
and previous X-ray study of P1:PCBM suggest that the polymer
backbone is less planar in more disordered aggregates.35

Enhanced conjugation breaks can therefore reduce the delo-
calization of the exciton and slow down its migration along the
backbone, leading to the slower ET component. Delocalization
is further reduced in the very short 6 KDa chains. It can be
observed in Fig. 5A that the GSB signal is generally smaller for
P1 and P2, especially for the 6 kDa sample (in spite of similar
steady-state absorption and scaling to account for the absorbed
photon ux). The GSB cross-section is reduced because the less
delocalized excitons span less chromophores along the conju-
gated backbone. An additional reason for slower ET in the 6 kDa
sample is that the chains might not be long enough to span the
entire pure domains, so that interchain exciton hopping
becomes necessary.

In order to conrm that the 62 ps component is related to
slow ET for some of the excitons in the P1:PCBM blends, the
corresponding amplitude spectra are compared to the one
associated with the 75 ps time constant in 27 kDa P3:PCBM
(Fig. 5C, same colour coding as the dynamics). The shape of the
latter 75 ps spectrum is similar to the corresponding one in
Fig. 4C (both with 530 nm excitation), although a different
polymer batch of P3 and slightly lower fullerene concentration
was used. It can likewise be assigned to slowHT from remaining
PCBM excitation, mixed with a weak contribution of slow ET
(possibly for excitons trapped at conjugation breaks or which
need to jump chains) and/or with weak gCR. We obtained a
similar amplitude spectrum and 75 ps time constant for the
atives and molecular weights of PBDTTPD (P1, P2 and P3) blended with
slightly scaled to account for the number of absorbed photons, the
ics at selected probe wavelengths, normalized at long time delays and
ential fit. (C) Amplitude spectra associated with the intermediate time

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230 | 6227
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blends of P2 (28 kDa) and of a P3 batch with very highmolecular
weight (36 kDa), not shown. However, the shape of the 62 ps
amplitude spectrum for P1:PCBM shows much more
pronounced decay of the polymer's SE (negative signal around
650 nm), which completely masks the positive rise of the GSB
due to slow HT for the 6 kDa sample (red and orange curves in
Fig. 5C). Here, the amplitude spectra resemble very much the
one associated with the fast 1.1 ps ET process (s1 in Fig. 4D),
revealing decay of the SE and ESA together with weak rise of the
charge peak. The indent due to the rise of charge absorption at
880 nm is actually not very pronounced, which might indicate
that some of the excitons decay to the ground state because they
never reach a CS site. We have thus established that the 62 ps
component in the P1 blends is related to an enhanced slow ET
component (and possibly some exciton loss), present due to
reduced delocalization and chain length.

Finally, the TA data related to the 36 kDa P3 polymer, which
gives the highest solar cell efficiency, show indeed some positive
characteristics. For example, the recovery of the GSB below 600 nm
is less pronounced than in the other samples (Fig. 5A), pointing to
minimal recombination. Also, the appearance of charges due to ET
seems to be fastest according to the dynamics in Fig. 5B (mainly
within 1.1 ps, less slow component). However, the differences
compared to the other samples are very small. All the PBDTTPD
blends show in fact quite efficient generation of long-lived charges.
Therefore, the important variation in solar cell efficiency mostly
stems from charge transport effects occurring at much slower time
scales than the ones investigated here. Indeed, it has been shown
that good short-range packing of polymer chains as well as
connectivity between aggregates provided by high molecular
weight chains are most important for efficient transport.63 From
what we have discussed, those conditions are fullled best in the
36 kDa batch of P3, which additionally has a favourable face-on
orientation of the backbones with respect to the substrate.35

In summary, we have shown that the three-phase micro-
structure in P3-PBDTTPD:PCBM leads to three distinct charge
separation pathways: prompt ET and HT occurs in the inter-
mixed phase (<100 fs), slow HT occurs from the PCBM clusters
(�75 ps), and delayed (but still very fast) ET occurs from the
PBDTTPD aggregates (�1.1 ps). The yield of CS is quantitative in
all three cases and we did not notice very signicant geminate
recombination. This shows that both ET and HT very efficiently
yield charges, that the pure regions are sufficiently small (and
the polymer excitons sufficiently delocalized) to allow complete
exciton quenching, and that carriers generated in the intermixed
phase can be spatially separated, possibly thanks to the driving
force provided by the pure domains. Our results are in excellent
agreement with the high reported internal quantum efficiency
(IQE) of 0.9, which is at across the visible spectrum.24 Only
minor changes to the ET dynamics occur for different molecular
weights of P3 and for the P2 and P1 side-chain derivatives,
pointing to a similar three-phase microstructure in all cases. The
small effect of polymer packing on the fast ET from pure
PBDTTPD regions conrms that exciton diffusion out of the pure
domains essentially occurs within the same chain, helped by
delocalization. Indeed, a slower ET component (60–70 ps) is
enhanced in the P1:PCBM blend, which has a less planar
6228 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2014, 2, 6218–6230
backbone (less delocalization), and for short chains (low
molecular weight). Themain reduction of solar cell efficiency for
bulky side-chains and low molecular weight is however not
caused by poor charge generation, but probably by poor
transport.
Conclusion

We have investigated the charge generation dynamics upon
selective excitation of either the fullerene or the polymer in
different bulk heterojunction blends with well-characterized
microstructure. We found a strong correlation of the electron
and hole transfer rates, as well as of the subsequent generation
of free charges, with the presence of phase-pure regions and
intermixed domains. Our work brings new insights into impor-
tant questions related to charge generation in organic solar cells
and emphasizes the role played by the microstructure. It also
identies ultrafast spectroscopy as a potential tool to predict the
microstructure of blends when it is not previously known.
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